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This famous aria from one of the best known Christmas pieces has been elegantly transcribed for alto saxophone and keyboard. The key has
been altered to facilitate some of the technical requirements but the excitement of this showpiece remains. This arrangement is ideal for
playing at Christmas services.
Lois Kuyper-Rushing’s Thematic Index of Works by Eugene Bozza addresses a longstanding need to offer a comprehensive view of the
composer’s oeuvre. Organized by work and thoroughly indexed, this book offers a unique view of the composer and his works. The individual
entries include details about each piece, along with publication data and music examples to confirm the content. The result is the fullest
assessment of Bozza’s efforts, since it covers all the published works and also music the composer left in manuscript. This unique volume,
which includes an introduction to Bozza’s life and music, as well as several indexes, is the essential reference on this important French,
twentieth-century composer. It belongs both in reference collections and in the hands of researchers and performers.
Contains works from the Renaissance, Baroque, and Classical periods, folk songs and traditional tunes, and a section of original
compositions. For the student, these solos will provide material with specific challenges in rhythm, range, and key signatures in music that is
both instructive and enjoyable to perform. Each solo has been selected and arranged to challenge the student in different areas of technique
and musicianship while providing exposure to a variety of musical styles that are enjoyable to perform. In addition, special attention has been
given to creating accompaniments that are easy to play yet at the same time add interest to the solo parts. Titles: * Aria (Handel) * Berceuse
(Kjerulf) * Concert Fantasie (Snell) * The Cuckoo (Swiss Folk Song) * Fanfare and March (Telemann) * Honor and Arms (Handel) * Nocturne
(Tyndall) * Polka Militaire (Nolan)
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the
trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Nicole's Aria was written for the daughter of the composer. The piece is modal, based on an aeolian scale, sometimes referred to as a natural
or pure minor scale. The composer wrote in a minor mode trying to fill the void of minor-keyed songs for this age as most children's songs are
in major keys. This is beautiful writing for a developing alto saxophone player with piano accompaniment.

In this expanded and updated edition, The Piano in Chamber Ensemble: An Annotated Guide features over 3200 compositions,
from duos to octets, by more than 1600 composers. Maurice Hinson and Wesley Roberts catalog published works for piano with
two or more instruments with information on performance level, length, individual movements, overall style, and publisher. Divided
into sections according to the number and types of instruments involved, The Piano in Chamber Ensemble then subdivides entries
according to the actual scoring. Keyboard, string, woodwind, brass, and percussion players and teachers will find a wealth of
chamber works from all periods in this invaluable guide.
Aria from Bach's Goldberg Variations composed in 1741 has been featured in many films including The English Patient and The
Silence of the Lambs. The Goldberg Variations are perhaps the most important examples of variation form in classical music
Sheet Music for Alto Saxophone accompanied by Piano arranged by Lars Christian Lundholm. Aria from Bach's Goldberg
Variations is also known by alternative title: BWV 988, Aria mit 30 Ver?derungen, Clavier-?ung IV. - Instrumentation: Piano and
Alto Saxophone - Level: Easy - Score Type: Score and 1 Part - Tempo: Slow - Genre: Baroque - Composer: Johann Sebastian
Bach - Year Composed: 1741 - Pages (approximate): 8
An overview of the most popular contest and recital pieces written for alto saxophone. The material has been carefully selected to
match the technical capabilities of the younger advancing player. Levels 1 & 2 are available for each instrument (flute, oboe,
clarinet, alto saxophone, F horn, trumpet, trombone, tuba, drum), both with supplementary piano accompaniment volumes.
Correlated to the First Division Band Course.
(Instrumental). Score plus pull-out part featuring eight works by French composers. CONTENTS: Eugene Bozza: Aria *
Improvisation and Caprice * Jacques Ibert: Aria * Andre Jolivet: Fantaisie-Impromptu * Pierre Lantier: Sicilienne * Maurice Ravel:
Piece en forme de Habanera (trans. Viard) * Jeanine Rueff: Chanson et Passepied * Henri Tomasi: Introduction et Danse
Lists scores and recordings for music library collections

A 1999 Companion to the saxophone, containing essays by the finest performers and experts on the instrument.
Saxophone Recital Music is a discography designed for those interested in recordings of saxophone recital and concert
music. It is a unique reference source for saxophone performers, teachers, and students. Since the 1970s, a veritable
explosion of saxophone recital music has taken place. Saxophone Recital Music includes the vast majority of recordings
on 33 1/3 rpm records, cassette tapes, and compact discs through early 1993. Information was obtained from album
covers and listings available through recording catalogs, library holdings, collectors, and record stores.
Aria for Winds is based on Glen Gillis' earlier composition, "Nicole's Aria" for alto saxophone and piano---dedicated to his
daughter shortly after she was born. In the Aeolian mode, this piece incorporates some subtle dissonances within a
hollow open 5th harmony. Haunting melodic lines combined with colorful percussion writing make this a terrific concert or
contest piece.
This colouratura showpiece has dazzled people in opera houses all over the world. Now the solo part has been given to
the alto saxophone. The remainder of the ensemble supports the soloist's technical lines with a steady accompaniment.
Includes miscellaneous newsletters (Music at Michigan, Michigan Muse), bulletins, catalogs, programs, brochures,
articles, calendars, histories, and posters.
This new arrangement by Frank Bongiorno of the popular Aria (or Cantilena) from Villa Lobos' Bachianas Brasilieras #5
is for alto sax solo and sax quartet accompaniment, and includes a score and all parts. This saxophone arrangement
makes the famous tune accessible to even more players.
Aria: Pour Saxophone Alto Et PianoAriafor alto saxophone and string ensembleAria for alto saxophone and pianoAria
from Bach's Goldberg Variations for Piano and Alto Saxophone - Pure Sheet Music By Lars Christian LundholmLulu
Press, Inc
Classic Festival Solos offers the advancing instrumentalist an array of materials graded from easy to more challenging.
There are different titles for each instrument, and an assortment of musical styles has been included in each book for
variety. Many of the solos appear on state contest lists. Titles: * Alman (Morley, arr. Dishinger) * Aria and Scherzo (Fox) *
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Bourree (Handel, arr. Dishinger) * The Caballero (Burgstahler) * Canzone Barcarola (Drigo) * From Heaven High
(Praetorius, arr. Rascher) * Impressions of Summer (Gallaher) * Kemp's Jig (Anonymous, arr. Dishinger) * Minuet (Bach,
arr. Rascher) * Poco Waltz (Lotzenhiser) * Rigaudon (Purcell, arr. Dishinger) * Rondeau * Couperin (Dishinger) * Village
Dance (Rossini, arr. Rascher) * Winter Rhapsody (Foster)
The Belwin Student Instrumental Course is a course for individual instruction and class instruction of like instruments, at
three levels, for all band instruments. Each book is complete in itself, but all books are correlated with each other.
Although each book can be used separately, all supplementary books should be used as companion books with the
method.
Contains works from the Renaissance, Baroque, and Classical periods, folk songs and traditional tunes, and a section of
original compositions. For the student, these solos will provide material with specific challenges in rhythm, range, and key
signatures in music that is both instructive and enjoyable to perform. Each solo has been selected and arranged to
challenge the student in different areas of technique and musicianship while providing exposure to a variety of musical
styles that are enjoyable to perform. In addition, special attention has been given to creating accompaniments that are
easy to play yet at the same time add interest to the solo parts. Titles: * Abendlied (Kolher) * Andante (Zollner) * Aria from
the Oratorio Belshazzar (Handel) * Fandango (Terego) * Gavotte (Handel) * Gavotte (Purcell) * Little Suite for Alto
Saxophone (Fanfare/Adagio/Dance/Allegro) (Snell) * Rigaudon (Fischer) * Three Renaissance Pieces (Fanfare/The
Nightingale/The King's Dance) (Snell) * Two German Dances (Quadrille/Deutscher Tanz) (Anonymous) * Winter Dreams
(Soderstromm)
The Piano in Chamber Ensemble describes more than 3,200 compositions, from duos to octets, by more than 1,600 composers. It is divided
into sections according to the number of instruments involved, then subdivided according to the actual scoring. Keyboard, string, woodwind,
brass, and percussion players and their teachers will find a wealth of chamber works from all periods.
The Chester Alto-Saxophone Anthology presents 15 popular works for Alto-Sax with Piano accompaniment. The selected works are taken
from the major exam board syllabuses, spanning Grades 5 to 8 and beyond. As well as the joint piano and Alto-Saxophone score, a
dedicated Alto-Sax score is included along with performance notes by Amy Dickson. The tracks included are: - Gush [Hans Abrahamsen] Chant D'amour [Isaac Albéniz] - Orchestral Suite No. 2, BWV 1067 [J. S. Bach] - Three Piece Suite [Richard Rodney Bennett] - Pulcinella,
Op. 53 No. 1 [Eugène Bozza] - Barcarolle (from Sylvia) [Léo Delibes] - Suite Francaise [Pierre Max Dubois] - Chanson De Matin Op.15 No.2
[Edward Elgar] - No. 1 from Melodies for Saxophone [Philip Glass] - Allegro, Largo et Finale, Op. 1 No. 12 [G. F. Handel] - San Antonio
(Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano) [John Harbison] - Tango And Charleston [Trevor Hold] - Histoires [Jacques Ibert] - Canzonetta, Op.
19 [Gabriel Pierné] - Sonatine Sportive, Op. 63 [Alexander Tcherepnin]
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